
                  
Adpower FZCO 
Leading supplier of power solutions

Adpower FZCO is a leading supplier of power solutions, specializing in sale & export of DIESEL 

GENERATORS, POWER TOOLS and ACCESSORIES.

young, ADPOWER enjoys resolute brand loyalty in a host of countries in Africa and the Middle East. We 

are constantly looking to expand our client base in newer markets, currently serving customers in over 

15 countries. Our key strength lies in heavy ex

and distribution channels setup to meet urgent delivery requirements of our time

Product range 
For our customers variegated requirements

 From 5kva to 25kva LOMBARDINI powered unit

 From 30kva to 400kva IVECO powered unit

 From 9kva to megawatt PERKINS range

ADPOWER offers a wide range of generators, power tools and accessories for its customers variegated 

requirements. All our products meet rigoro

respective industries regulatory framework.

Adpower 
Clients, partners & projects

ADPOWER supplies diesel generators to a vast array of clients, ranging diversely in industries as well as 

countries. Some of our recent local projects include International City, Palm Jumeirah and Dubai 

Metro; with international clients including the likes of Taisei Corporation, Vanord, VFR and Telesom 

Somalia. 

ADPOWER continues to diversify its industry

construction companies, telecom, hospitals, hotels, schools & educational institutes as well as for 

individual/personal use. In addition to a strong local market presence in U.A.E., ADPOWER continually 

exports to Somalia, Sudan, Tanzania, Kenya, Ethiopia, Qatar, Oman, Saudi Arabia, Yemen and Libya 

among others. 

Why ? 
Adpower 

We understand the mechanics as well as the economics of power generation & supply. Our primary aim 

is to add value for end-customers, which is why ou

gensets & tools of top-notch brands by partnering with some of the worlds leading manufacturers.

We customize our products to tailor the industry specific needs of our customers. Competitive prices, 

Ex-stock availability, quick delivery and highly reliable & durable quality machines are some of our 

biggest strengths. Prompt shipment of generators & parts keep our customers power units running with 

minimum downtime. Our teams of pre sales advisory agents, af

as engineering experts are available 24x7 for all our clients.

                  PROFILE 

Leading supplier of power solutions 

Adpower FZCO is a leading supplier of power solutions, specializing in sale & export of DIESEL 

GENERATORS, POWER TOOLS and ACCESSORIES. Established in 2001 in Dubai, U.A.E. and ten years 

young, ADPOWER enjoys resolute brand loyalty in a host of countries in Africa and the Middle East. We 

are constantly looking to expand our client base in newer markets, currently serving customers in over 

s. Our key strength lies in heavy ex-stocking capabilities, with a strong logistical network 

and distribution channels setup to meet urgent delivery requirements of our time

For our customers variegated requirements 

5kva to 25kva LOMBARDINI powered unit 

From 30kva to 400kva IVECO powered unit 

From 9kva to megawatt PERKINS range 

ADPOWER offers a wide range of generators, power tools and accessories for its customers variegated 

requirements. All our products meet rigorous international certification standards as mandated by 

respective industries regulatory framework. 

Clients, partners & projects 

ADPOWER supplies diesel generators to a vast array of clients, ranging diversely in industries as well as 

me of our recent local projects include International City, Palm Jumeirah and Dubai 

Metro; with international clients including the likes of Taisei Corporation, Vanord, VFR and Telesom 

ADPOWER continues to diversify its industry-serving range, currently providing power solutions to 

construction companies, telecom, hospitals, hotels, schools & educational institutes as well as for 

individual/personal use. In addition to a strong local market presence in U.A.E., ADPOWER continually 

, Sudan, Tanzania, Kenya, Ethiopia, Qatar, Oman, Saudi Arabia, Yemen and Libya 

We understand the mechanics as well as the economics of power generation & supply. Our primary aim 

customers, which is why our primary focus remains on quick supply of quality 

notch brands by partnering with some of the worlds leading manufacturers.

We customize our products to tailor the industry specific needs of our customers. Competitive prices, 

ck availability, quick delivery and highly reliable & durable quality machines are some of our 

biggest strengths. Prompt shipment of generators & parts keep our customers power units running with 

minimum downtime. Our teams of pre sales advisory agents, after-sales customer care agents as well 

as engineering experts are available 24x7 for all our clients. 

Adpower FZCO is a leading supplier of power solutions, specializing in sale & export of DIESEL 

in 2001 in Dubai, U.A.E. and ten years 

young, ADPOWER enjoys resolute brand loyalty in a host of countries in Africa and the Middle East. We 

are constantly looking to expand our client base in newer markets, currently serving customers in over 

stocking capabilities, with a strong logistical network 

and distribution channels setup to meet urgent delivery requirements of our time-conscious customers. 

ADPOWER offers a wide range of generators, power tools and accessories for its customers variegated 

us international certification standards as mandated by 

ADPOWER supplies diesel generators to a vast array of clients, ranging diversely in industries as well as 

me of our recent local projects include International City, Palm Jumeirah and Dubai 

Metro; with international clients including the likes of Taisei Corporation, Vanord, VFR and Telesom 

rently providing power solutions to 

construction companies, telecom, hospitals, hotels, schools & educational institutes as well as for 

individual/personal use. In addition to a strong local market presence in U.A.E., ADPOWER continually 

, Sudan, Tanzania, Kenya, Ethiopia, Qatar, Oman, Saudi Arabia, Yemen and Libya 

We understand the mechanics as well as the economics of power generation & supply. Our primary aim 

r primary focus remains on quick supply of quality 

notch brands by partnering with some of the worlds leading manufacturers. 

We customize our products to tailor the industry specific needs of our customers. Competitive prices, 

ck availability, quick delivery and highly reliable & durable quality machines are some of our 

biggest strengths. Prompt shipment of generators & parts keep our customers power units running with 

sales customer care agents as well 


